
Our environment fosters a nurturing space for

students to develop:

reading and writing skills

public speaking and story telling

a range of thematic vocabulary 

thinking, creativity and imagination skills

clear presentation of thoughts, ideas, and

opinions

confidence and independence
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What is 

Families engage in ongoing discussion

with our program educators at the

beginning and end of sessions.

Each student will receive weekly

feedback after each lesson outlining

strengths and areas for growth.

Students will keep their project creations

and engage in our homework challenges

and suggestions. 

PROGRAM FOCUS

COMMUNICATING & PRESENTING: 

Communication skills are taught through

public speaking techniques, storytelling,

models and group discussions.

READING & WRITING:

English Language Arts instruction is

seamlessly incorporated into lessons through

engaging story creation tasks.

THINKING & IMAGINING:

by nurturing critical thinking and imaginative

exploration through materials and crafts.

Students are supported to develop creative

ideas, plot lines, characters, and worlds. 

StoryMakers™ is designed to support language and

literacy development in the preschool and elementary

years. Students explore stories, thematic materials,

and create art projects to develop inspired stories.

Students learn to publish and present their own story

creations.

SHARED FEEDBACK

StoryMakers

WHAT WILL MY CHILD LEARN?
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AGES 3-5

Children are embarking on a journey of

exploration, particularly through stories and

imaginative play. They begin to express their

thoughts and ideas, often through creative

play and simple storytelling. Engaging in

activities that involve art allows them to

further express themselves and develop their

creativity.

StoryMakers

AGES 5-7 

Children are empowered to create their own

stories, fostering collaboration with peers

and building upon foundational skills. They

enhance their storytelling abilities and begin

to present creative ideas. Through themed

projects, they explore various topics, further

expanding their imagination and creative

thinking.

AGES 8-10

Children delve deeper into storytelling,

imagining intricate plotlines and creating

dynamic characters and complex worlds. They

learn to confidently present their creations,

focusing on critical thinking and reflective

learning. Presentation and public speaking

skills are honed, and they start crafting

creative, well-developed writing.


